We interpret meta-reinforcement learning as the problem of learning how to quickly find a good sampling distribution in a new environment. This interpretation leads to the development of two new meta-reinforcement learning algorithms: E-MAML and E-RL 2 . Results are presented on a new environment we call 'Krazy World': a difficult high-dimensional gridworld which is designed to highlight the importance of correctly differentiating through sampling distributions in meta-reinforcement learning. Further results are presented on a set of maze environments. We show E-MAML and E-RL 2 deliver better performance than baseline algorithms on both tasks.
sampling process that maximally informs the meta-learner how it should adapt to new environments. In the context of gradient based algorithms, this means that one principled approach for learning an optimal sampling strategy is to differentiate the meta RL agent's per-task sampling process with respect to the goal of maximizing the reward attained by the agent post-adaptation. To the best of our knowledge, such a scheme is hitherto unexplored.
In this paper, we derive an algorithm for gradient-based meta-learning that explicitly optimizes the pertask sampling distributions during adaptation with respect to the expected future returns produced by it post-adaptation self. This algorithm is closely related to the recently proposed MAML algorithm [7] . For reasons that will become clear later, we call this algorithm E-MAML. Inspired by this algorithm, we develop a less principled extension of RL 2 that we call E-RL 2 . To demonstrate that this method learns more transferable structures for meta adaptation, we propose a new, high-dimensional, and dynamically-changing set of tasks over a domain we call "Krazy-World". "Krazy-World" requires the agent to learn high-level structures, and is much more challenging for state-of-the-art RL algorithms than simple locomotion tasks. 2 .
We show that our algorithms outperform baselines on "Krazy-World". To verify we are not over-fitting to this environment, we also present results on a set of maze environments.
Preliminaries
Reinforcement Learning Notation: Let M = (S, A, P, R, ρ 0 , γ, T ) represent a discrete-time finite-horizon discounted Markov decision process (MDP). The elements of M have the following definitions: S is a state set, A an action set, P : S × A × S → R + a transition probability distribution, R : S × A → R a reward function, ρ 0 : S → R + an initial state distribution, γ ∈ [0, 1] a discount factor, and T is the horizon. Occasionally we use a loss function L(s) = −R(s) rather than the reward R. In a classical reinforcement learning setting, we optimize to obtain a set of parameters θ which maximize the expected discounted return under the policy π θ : S × A → R + . That is, we optimize to obtain θ that maximizes η(π θ ) = E π θ [ T t=0 γ t r(s t )], where s 0 ∼ ρ 0 (s 0 ), a t ∼ π θ (a t |s t ), and s t+1 ∼ P(s t+1 |s t , a t ).
The Meta Reinforcement Learning Objective: In meta reinforcement learning, we consider a family of MDPs M = {M i } N i=1 which comprise a distribution of tasks. The goal of meta RL is to find a policy π θ and paired update method U such that, when M i ∼ M is sampled, π U (θ) solves M i quickly. The word quickly is key: By quickly, we mean orders of magnitude more sample efficient than simply solving M i with policy gradient or value iteration methods from scratch. For example, in an environment where policy gradients require over 100,000 samples to produce good returns, an ideal meta RL algorithm should solve these tasks by collecting less than 10 trajectories. The assumption is that, if an algorithm can solve a problem with so few samples, then it might be 'learning to learn.' That is, the agent is not learning how to master a particular task but rather how to quickly adapt to new ones. The objective can be written cleanly as
This objective is similar to the one that appears in MAML [7] , which we will discuss further below. In MAML, U is chosen to be the stochastic gradient descent operator parameterized by the task.
3 Problem Statement and Algorithms
Fixing the Sampling Problem with E-MAML
We can expand the expectation from (1) into the integral form
It is true that the objective (1) can be optimized by taking a derivative of this integral with respect to θ and carrying out a standard REINFORCE style analysis to obtain a tractable expression for the gradient [40] . However, this decision might be sub-optimal.
Our key insight is to recall the sampling process interpretation of RL. In this interpretation, the policy π θ implicitly defines a sampling process over the state space. Under this interpretation, meta RL tries to learn a strategy for quickly generating good per-task sampling distributions. For this learning process to work, it needs to receive a signal from each per-task sampling distribution which measures its propensity to positively impact the meta-learning process. Such a term does not make an appearance when directly optimizing (1) . Put more succinctly, directly optimizing (1) will not account for the impact of the original sampling distribution π θ on the future rewards R(τ ), τ ∼ π U (θ,τ ) . Concretely, we would like to account for the fact that the samplesτ drawn under π θ will impact the final returns R(τ ) by influencing the initial update U (θ,τ ). Making this change will allow initial samplesτ ∼ π θ to be reinforced by the expected future returns after the sampling update R(τ ). Under this scheme, the initial samplesτ are encouraged to cover the state space enough to ensure that the update U (θ,τ ) is maximally effective.
Including this dependency can be done by writing the modified expectation as
This provides an expression for computing the gradient which correctly accounts for the dependence on the initial sampling distribution.
We now find ourselves wishing to find a tractable expression for the gradient of (3). This can be done quite smoothly by applying the product rule under the integral sign and going through the REINFORCE style derivation twice to arrive at a two term expression
The term on the left is precisely the original MAML algorithm [7] . This term encourages the agent to take update steps U that achieve good final rewards. The second term encourages the agent to take actions such that the eventual meta-update yields good rewards (crucially, it does not try and exploit the reward signal under its own trajectoryτ ). In our original derivation of this algorithm, we felt this term would afford the the policy the opportunity to be more exploratory, as it will attempt to deliver the maximal amount of information useful for the future rewards R(τ ) without worrying about its own rewards R(τ ). Since we felt this algorithm augments MAML by adding in an exploratory term, we called it E-MAML. At present, the validity of this interpretation remains an open question.
For the experiments presented in this paper, we will assume that the operator U that is utilized in MAML and E-MAML is stochastic gradient descent. However, many other interesting choices exist.
Choices for the Update Operator U , and the Exploration Policy π θ
When only a single iteration of inner policy gradient occurrs, the initial policy π θ0 is entirely responsible for the exploratory sampling. The best exploration would be a policy π θ0 that can generate the most informative samples for identifying the task. However if more than 1 iteration of inner policy gradient occurs, then some of the exploratory behavior can also be attributed to the update operation U. There is a non-trivial interplay between the initial policy and the subsequent policy updates, especially when exploring the environment would take a few different policies.
Understanding the E-MAML Update
A standard reinforcement learning objective can be represented by the stochastic computation graph [29] as in Figure. 2a, where the loss is computed w.r.t. the policy parameter θ using estimator Eq.1.
For clarity, we can use a short-hand notation U as in θ = U (θ) to represent this graph (Fig.2b ). π is the policy function. During learning, the policy π θ interacts with the environment, parameterized as the transition function T and the reward function R. L is the proximal policy optimization objective, which allows making multiple gradient steps with the same trajectory sample. Only 1-meta gradient updated is used in these experiments. (b) shows the short-hand we use to represent (a) in (c) and (d). Note that circle • represents stochastic nodes, and represents deterministic nodes. The policy gradient update sub-graph U is stochastic, which is where here in (b) we have a circle. (c) the inner policy gradient sub-graph and the policy gradient meta-loss. The original parameter θ gets updated to θ , which is then evaluated by the outer proximal policy optimization objective. E-MAML treats the inner policy gradient update as an stochastic node. Whereas (d) MAML treats this as a deterministic node, thus neglecting the causal entropy term of the inner update operator U .
E-RL
2 RL 2 optimizes (1) by feeding multiple rollouts from multiple different MDPs into an RNN. The hope is that the RNN hidden state update h t = C(x t , h t−1 ), will learn to act as the update function U . Then, performing a policy gradient update on the RNN will correspond to optimizing the meta objective (1).
We can write the RL 2 update rule more explicitly in the following way. Suppose L represents an RNN. Let Env k (a) be a function that takes an action, uses it to interact with the MDP representing task k, and returns the next observation o 3 , reward r, and a termination flag d. Then we have
To train this RNN, we sample N MDPs from M and obtain k rollouts for each MDP by running the MDP through the RNN as above. We then compute a policy gradient update to move the RNN parameters in a direction which maximizes the returns over the k trials performed for each MDP.
Inspired by our derivation of E-MAML, we attempt to make RL 2 better account for the impact of its initial sampling distribution on its final returns. However, we will take a slightly different approach. Call the rollouts that help account for the impact of this initial sampling distribution Explore-rollouts. Call rollouts that do not account for this dependence Exploit-rollouts. For each MDP M i , we will sample p Explore-rollouts and k − p Exploit-rollouts. During an Explore-rollout, the forward pass through the RNN will receive all information. However, during the backwards pass, the rewards contributed during Explore-rollouts will be set to zero. The graident computation will only get rewards provided by Exploit-Rollouts. For example, if there is one Explore-rollout and one Exploit-rollout, then we would proceed as follows. During the forward pass, the RNN will receive all information regarding rewards for both episodes. During the backwards pass, the returns will be computed as
Where χ E is an indicator that returns 0 if the episode is an Explore-rollout and 1 if it is an Exploitrollout. This return, and not the standard sum of discounted returns, is what is used to compute the policy gradient. The hope is that zeroing the return contributions from Explore-rollouts will encourage the RNN to account for the impact of casting a wider sampling distribution on the final meta-reward. That is, during Explore-rollouts the policy will take actions which may not lead to immediate rewards but rather to the RNN hidden weights that perform better system identification. This system identification will in turn lead to higher rewards in later episodes. Figure 3 : Three example worlds drawn from the task distribution. A good agent should first complete a successful system identification before exploiting. For example, in the leftmost grid the agent should identify the following: 1) the orange squares give +1 reward, 2) the blue squares replenish energy, 3) the gold squares block progress, 4) the black square can only be passed by picking up the pink key, 5) the brown squares will kill it, 6) it will slide over the purple squares. The center and right worlds show how these dynamics will change and need to be re-identified every time a new task is sampled.
Experiments

Krazy World Environment
To test the importance of correctly differentiating through the sampling process in meta reinforcement learning, we engineer a new environment known as Krazy World. To succeed at Krazy World, a successful meta learning agent will first need to identify and adapt to many different tile types, color palettes, and dynamics. This environment is challening even for state-of-the-art RL algorithms. In this environment, it is essential that meta-updates account for the impact of the original sampling distribution on the final meta-updated reward. Without accounting for this impact, the agent will not receive the gradient of the per-task episodes with respect to the meta-update. But this is precisely the gradient that encourages the agent to quickly learn how to correctly identify parts of the environment. See the Appendix for a full description of the environment.
Mazes
A collection of maze environments. The agent is placed at a random square within the maze and must learn to navigate the twists and turns to reach the goal square. A good exploratory agent will spend some time learning the maze's layout in a way that minimizes repetition of future mistakes. The mazes are not rendered, and consequently this task is done with state space only. The mazes are 20 × 20 squares large.
Results
Figure 4: Meta learning curves on Krazy World. We see that E-RL 2 achieves the best final results, but has the highest initial variance. Crucially, E-MAML converges faster than MAML, although both algorithms do manage to converge. RL 2 has relatively poor performance and high variance. A random agent achieves a score of around 0.05.
In this section, we present the following experimental results.
1. Learning curves on Krazy World and mazes. 2. The gap between the agent's initial performance on new environments and its performance after updating. A good meta learning algorithm will have a large gap after updating. A standard RL algorithm will have virtually no gap after only one update. 3. Three experiments that examine the exploratory properties of our algorithms.
When plotting learning curves in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , the Y axis is the reward obtained after training at test time on a set of 64 held-out test environments. The X axis is the total number of environmental time-steps the algorithm has used for training. Every time the environment advances forward by one step, this count increments by one. This is done to keep the timescale consistent across meta-learning curves. Figure 6 shows each curve in isolation, making it easier to discern their individual characteristics. E-MAML and E-RL 2 perform better than their counterparts.
For Krazy World, learning curves are presented in Figure 4 . E-MAML and E-RL 2 have the best final performance. E-MAML has the steepest initial gains for the first 10 million time-steps. Since meta-learning algorithms are often very expensive, having a steep initial ascent is quite valuable. Around 14 million training steps, E-RL 2 passes E-MAML for the best performance. By 25 million time-steps, E-RL 2 has converged. MAML delivers comparable final performance to E-MAML. However, it takes it much longer to obtain this level of performance. Finally, RL 2 has comparatively poor performance on this task and very high variance. When we manually examined the RL 2 trajectories to figure out why, we saw the agent consistently finding a single goal square and then refusing to explore any further. The additional experiments presented below seem consistent with this finding.
Learning curves for mazes are presented in Figure 5 . Here, the story is different than Krazy World. RL 2 and E-RL 2 both perform better than MAML and E-MAML. We suspect the reason for this is Figure 6 : Gap between initial performance and performance after one update. All algorithms show some level of improvement after one update. This suggests meta learning is working, because normal policy gradient methods learn nothing after one update.
that RNNs are able to leverage memory, which is more important in mazes than in Krazy World. This environment carries a penalty for hitting the wall, which MAML and E-MAML discover quickly. However, it takes E-RL 2 and RL 2 much longer to discover this penalty, resulting in worse performance at the beginning of training. MAML delivers worse final performance and typically only learns how to avoid hitting the wall. RL
2 and E-MAML sporadically solve mazes. E-RL 2 manages to solve many of the mazes.
When examining meta learning algorithms, one important metric is the update size after one learning episode. Our meta learning algorithms should have a large gap between their initial policy, which is largely exploratory, and their updated policy, which should often solve the problem entirely. For MAML, we look at the gap between the initial policy and the policy after one policy gradient step For RL 2 , we look at the results after three exploratory episodes, which give the RNN hidden state h sufficient time to update. Note that three is the number of exploratory episodes we used during training as well. This metric shares similarities with the Jump Start metric considered in prior literature [35] . These gaps are presented in figure 6. Figure 7 : Three heuristic metrics designed to measure an algorithm's system identification ability on Krazy World: Fraction of tile types visited during test time, number of times killed at a death square during test time, and number of goal squares visited. We see that E-MAML is consistently the most diligent algorithm at checking every tile type during test time. Improving performance on these metrics indicates the meta learners are learning how to do at least some system identification. Finally, in Figure 7 we see three heuristic metrics desigend to measure a meta-learners capacity for system identification. First, we consider the fraction of tile types visited by the agent at test time. A good agent should visit and identify many different tile types. Second, we consider the number of times an agent visits a death tile at test time. Agents that are efficient at identification should visit this tile type exactly once and then avoid it. More naive agents will run into these tiles repeatedly, dying repetedly and instilling a sense of pity in onlookers. Finally, we look at how many goals the agent reaches. RL 2 tends to visit fewer goals. Usually, it finds one goal and exploits it. Overall, our suggested algorithms achieve better performance under these metrics.
Related Work
This work builds depends upon recent advances in deep reinforcement learning. [15, 16, 13] allow for discrete control in complex environments directly from raw images. [28, 16, 27, 14] , have allowed for high-dimensional continuous control in complex environments from raw state information.
It has been suggested that our algorithm is related to the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma. There exists a large body of RL work addressing this problem [10, 5, 11] . In practice, these methods are often not used due to difficulties with high-dimensional observations, difficulty in implementation on arbitrary domains, and lack of promising results. This resulted in most deep RL work utilizing epsilon greedy exploration [15] , or perhaps a simple scheme like Boltzmann exploration [6] . As a result of these shortcomings, a variety of new approaches to exploration in deep RL have recently been suggested [34, 9, 31, 18, 4, 19, 17, 8, 23, 17, 8, 26, 25, 32, 33, 12, 24] . In spite of these numerous efforts, the problem of exploration in RL remains difficult.
Many of the problems in meta RL can alternatively be addressed with the field of hierarchical reinforcement learning. In hierarchical RL, a major focus is on learning primitives that can be reused and strung together. Frequently, these primitives will relate to better coverage over state visitation frequencies. Recent work in this direction includes [38, 2, 36, 20, 3, 39] . The primary reason we consider meta-learning over hierarchical RL is that we find hierarchical RL tends to focus more on defining specific architectures that should lead to hierarchical behavior, whereas meta learning instead attempts to directly optimize for these behaviors.
As for meta RL itself, the literature is spread out and goes by many different names. There exist relevant literature on life-long learning, learning to learn, continual learning, and multi-task learning [22, 21] . We encourage the reviewer to look at the review articles [30, 35, 37] and their citations. The work most similar to ours has focused on adding curiosity or on a free learning phrase during training. However, these approaches are still quite different because they focus on defining an intrinsic motivation signals. We only consider better utilization of the existing reward signal. Our algorithm makes an explicit connection between free learning phases and the its affect on meta-updates.
Closing Remarks
In this paper, we considered the importance of sampling in meta reinforcement learning. Two new algorithms were derived and their properties were analyzed. We showed that these algorithms tend to learn more quickly and cover more of their environment's states during learning than existing algorithms. It is likely that future work in this area will focus on meta-learning a curiosity signal which is robust and transfers across tasks, or learning an explicit exploration policy. Another interesting avenue for future work is learning intrinsic rewards that communicate long-horizon goals, thus better justifying exploratory behavior. Perhaps this will enable meta agents which truly want to explore rather than being forced to explore by mathematical trickery in their objectives.
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Appendix A: Krazy-World We find this environment challenging for even state-of-theart RL algorithms. For each environment in the test set, we optimize for 5 million steps using the Q-Learning algorithm from Open-AI baselines. This exercise delivered a mean score of 1.2 per environment, well below the human baselines score of 2.7. The environment has the following challenging features: 8 different tile types: Goal squares provide +1 reward when retrieved. The agent reaching the goal does not cause the episode to terminate, and there can be multiple goals. Ice squares will be skipped over in the direction the agent is transversing. Death squares will kill the agent and end the episode. Wall squares act as a wall, impeding the agent's movement. Lock squares can only be passed once the agent has collected the corresponding key from a key square. Teleporter squares transport the agent to a different teleporter square on the map. Energy squares provide the agent with additional energy. If the agent runs out of energy, it can no longer move. The agent proceeds normally across normal squares.
Ability to randomly swap color palette: The color palette for the grid can be permuted randomly, changing the color that corresponds to each of the tile types. The agent will thus have to identify the new system to achieve a high score. Note that in representations of the gird wherein basis vectors are used rather than images to describe the state space, each basis vector corresponds to a tile type-permuting the colors corresponds to permuting the types of tiles these basis vectors represent. We prefer to use the basis vector representation in our experiments, as it is more sample efficient.
Ability to randomly swap dynamics: The game's dynamics can be altered. The most naive alteration simply permutes the player's inputs and corresponding actions (issuing the command for down moves the player up etc). More complex dynamics alterations allow the agent to move multiple steps at a time in arbitrary directions, making the movement more akin to that of chess pieces.
Local or Global Observations: The agent's observation space can be set to some fixed number of squares around the agent, the squares in front of the agent, or the entire grid. Observations can be given as images or as a grid of basis vectors. For the case of basis vectors, each element of the grid is embedded as a basis vector that corresponds to that tile type. These embeddings are then concatenated together to form the observation proper. We will use local observations. 
Appendix B: Table of Hyperparameters
Appendix C: Experiment Details
For both Krazy World and mazes, training proceeds in the following way. First, we initialize 32 training environments and 64 test environments. Every initialized environment has a different seed. Next, we initialize our chosen meta-RL algorithm by uniformly sampling hyper-parameters from predefined ranges. Data is then collected from all 32 training environments. The meta-RL algorithm then uses this data to make a meta-update, as detailed in the algorithm section of this paper. The meta-RL algorithm is then allowed to do one training step on the 64 test environments to see how fast it can train at test time. These test environment results are recorded, 32 new tasks are sampled from the training environments, and data collection begins again. For MAML and E-MAML, training at test time means performing one VPG update at test time. For RL 2 and E-RL 2 , this means running three exploratory episodes to allow the RNN memory weights time to update and then reporting the loss on the fourth and fifth episodes. For both algorithms, meta-updates are calculated with PPO [27] . The entire process from the above paragraph is repeated from the beginning 64 times and the results are averaged to provide the final learning curves featured in this paper.
